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Good day you super strong, intelligent and creative go getter :) … I hope your PTE 
preparation is going well. 

Today, I wanted to share with you some bonus material on the writing section. Writing a 
good Essay in limited time can be hard and having a predefined ‘template’ can be useful in 
saving time and not having to think too much about the structure during the exam.  

 Below is a 4 paragraph essay template with some good wordings that you could use for 
almost any topic. It is best suited for essays which ask for your opinion on a topic and for 
essays that ask you to choose between two viewpoints. I have taken a simplistic example of 
“Television Good or Bad” and filled in the template to show you how you can use it. 

   

Essay Template: 

  

(Introduction) These days, there is an ongoing debate between people about 
______________. While it is possible to claim that______________ , my view is that the 
disadvantages outweigh the advantages. In this essay, I shall explain my point of view by 
analysing both sides of the argument. 

  

(2nd Paragraph)There are several reasons why _____________________. One of them is 
that ___________________________. It can also be argued that ___________________. It 
should also be taken into account that___________________________________. 

  

(3rd Paragraph)Those who argue for __________ have a different view and say that it can 
actually be a good thing. Firstly, it is claimed that 
___________________________________. Then, there are concerns about 
______________________________. 

  

(Conclusion) While there are strong arguments on both sides of the case, my personal 
opinion is that ______________________. I would strongly recommend that 
__________________________________.   
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Filled Example: 

 These days, there is an ongoing debate between people about _(television and if it should 
be viewed as a positive or negative impact to society.)_____________. While it is possible to 
claim that___(television provides a source of entertainment to people)___________ , my 
view is that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages. In this essay, I shall explain my 
point of view by analysing both sides of the argument. 

 
There are several reasons why ________(Television is considered to be disadvantageous to 
society)______________. One of them is that _________(viewing of television can be a 
source of distraction in our  life, turning away our focus from the more important things in 
life. )__________________. It can also be argued that  _____(we tend to waste hours in 
front of the television instead of working on our goals and ambitions is 
life)______________. It should also be taken into account that____________(children at a 
young age spending too much time in front of the television, are missing out on 
opportunities for all around development)_______________________. 

 
Those who argue for _____(Television)_____ have a different view and say that  it can 
actually be a good thing. Firstly, it is claimed that ______(Television can be a good  source of 
information to learn new things if used correctly)_____________________________. Then, 
there are concerns about __________(people not viewing television to be unaware of 
current events and latest new around the world)____________________. 

  
While there are strong arguments on both sides of the case, my personal opinion is that 
_______(Television usage is best avoided or minimized as we should focus on other 
productive tasks instead)_______________. I would strongly recommend that 
_____________(people view how much time they currently spend on watching Television 
and see how this time can be put to better use)_____________________.   
 
 

 
Remember, there is no right or wrong in terms of content when you write an essay. So be 
free with expressing your thoughts and personal opinions about the topic while filing the 
template. If essays are an area of improvement for you, I invite you to practice writing an 
essay under timed conditions with this template to see how it works for you. 

This is especially usefully for those whom writing is an area of improvement and those who 
are struggling with Essay Timings. Those who have relatively better writing skills can even go 
into the exam without having a pre-defined template. 

Love, blessings and good vibes to all,  
Steven Fernandes 
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Did you find this useful? Check out my EBook "Ultimate Guide to the PTE ACADEMIC" for 

more awesome Tips and Strategies on how to nail the PTE Academic Exam.  

Learn the secrets to getting your desired score from an actual Band 90 scorer in the exam. 
Save Money in Re-Attempts and get the strategies that actually work.  

If clearing this exam to obtain your Visa is important to you, take no chances with your 
preparation and visit PTEPrepartion.com to get the Ebook NOW. 

 

About Steven 
 

 
My name is Steven Fernandes. I got an overall 90 score in PTE Academic Exam (YOU can get 
it too). I know that preparing for this exam with other responsibilities and limited time can 
be hard. Wanting to help others who are going through this challenge, I decided to make it 
my mission to help the most people get their desired score and fulfil their dreams.   
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